
TOWN OF BLOOMING GROVE 

 TOWN BOARD WORK SESSION 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 2017 

6:30 PM 

 

PRESENT:  Supervisor Fromaget, Councilwoman Kiernan, Councilman Jurain,  

   Councilman KyDon, Councilman Levy 

ALSO PRESENT:   Dennis Lynch, Attorney for the Town   

                   Darlena E. Decker, Town Clerk 

 Marilyn Karlich, Town Comptroller 

 

RICK LEWIS - EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

 Rick Lewis presented the Town Board with his updated Emergency Management Plan, there was an 

old emergency draft plan for the Town that was filed in 2005 by Doug Mitchell that was never approved 

by the Town Board and it never went anywhere, however, there was a lot of excellent work in there and I 

took it to the County Emergency Management Division, they loved it so I worked on it for about 2 months  

just to update it because it was written in 2005 before the Village of South Blooming Grove existed so I 

updated it and included them in the documents.  It is general guidelines, considerations, it gets into the 

EOC organization, my ultimate goal is to have an EOC here locally again back 15 years ago and it worked 

out very well and it describes different jobs of the EOC.  In the appendixes at the end is where it gets into 

the specifics and in particular appendix 6 covers general evacuation situations, who should be evacuated, 

how will they be warned, how do they get there and how to follow up from there.  Appendix 7 addresses 

specific evacuation items, the Town is actually broken down into 4 quadrants, North/South break line 

would be Route 208 North and South and the East/West break would be Round Hill Road going across to 

Farmingdale Road, it tells the Roads to use to get out of there.  As far as shelters go I have been working 

very closely with the School District, I had another meeting with them last week, they have approved all 

of their Schools, the buses, they have emergency drivers on call should we need buses which will all be 

incorporated into the final plan.  The School District as we speak are updating their emergency plan, I sent 

you the Towns portion of it and I put together a little more, I have the Tier 2 sites within the Town and 

sites that have hazardous materials and the plan documents who has it and how much they have and once 

the new emergency school plan is complete it will be part of the document as well.  I have resources for 

the Town, Highway resources from the Village and the Town, all Fire Department resources from the 4 

Fire Departments that cover the Town so it will be a very complete binder once it is complete, what I am 

looking for is approval of what I have given you tonight once I get that I will go to the 2 Villages and give 

presentations and get approval from them and there is a form there where each Village would sign off on 

the plan as well.  The plan will always be fluid, it will never be complete, it will be reviewed yearly but it 

will change, there are still things to add for example the warning system currently we are using RAVE 

and I understand from the Supervisor that may change and revert back to the Blackboard Connect which 

is the biggest part of the plan, we need to be able to notify the residents of what is going on, where to go 

and how to get there, every situation is going to be different and that is when the decisions will be made, 

what route to take, what evacuation center and all the details but it comes down to the notification so we 

really need to work on the RAVE system or Blackboard, whatever it may be because we have to get it out 

to the people and they have to sign up for it because if you don’t sign up for it you won’t get the notification 

and part of it is outreach so we have to spend a little money on outreach.  I have mentioned before about 

getting an Emergency Management Facebook page for the Town of Blooming Grove as well as a tab for 

the Town Website, you click on the tab and have the information at their fingertips.  The last item I want 

to touch base on is Lasser Park, last year I presented a proposal for Lasser Park that was built into Lasser 

Park an emergency exit at the end of Lynmore Avenue that was never completed, there is a 300 stretch of 

ground 3 feet in between the emergency exit on Lynmore Avenue and the cross road between the two 

football fields, the idea was some item 4 or whatever it would take to beef that up, put a culvert pipe in 

the drainage area that would connect to that cross road between the field so we could get out of there, 63 

homes are affected and we couldn’t get out because we were water locked both ways and emergency  
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RICK LEWIS - EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT - CONT. 
services couldn’t get into us either.  We had an Engineer’s report with a $32-$34,000.00 figure using the 

Town Highway guys to do it which would be minimal but somewhere down the line there was a second 

Engineer’s report and they went in there and decided that the Road in between the two football fields was 

not strong enough to support a firetruck, their idea was we had to build a whole new Road around the field 

and that jumped the price tag up to about $100,000.00 which is ridiculous, I have been with the Fire 

Department for the better part of 41 years and every fire call we go to we drive on peoples driveways, 

across their lawns and I haven’t lost a firetruck in somebody’s driveway yet, we have used that cross road 

many times, we have used it for the bon fire and other events up in Lasser Park and that is a ridiculous 

excuse, I don’t know how it works in the Town whether the Town has to accept that Engineer’s report or 

if that is just a recommendation and you could do something else but I think it is an absolute ridiculous 

idea that you could lose that emergency exit for the residents, I would ask that the Town Board look at it 

again, it may take a little money we talked money last year and thought we could come up with $20 or 

$30,000.00 but up to $100,000.00 was obviously out of the question.  A couple of weeks ago we received 

a grant request that was actually submitted back in 2000 by Doug Mitchell he put in a $2,500.00 grant for 

communications equipment and believe it or not it’s still out there and still available, I have the package 

I spoke to the girl from the Department of State today I will have to do the new forms and resubmit it, it’s 

$2,500.00 more than we have now.  We had a very good emergency management meeting earlier this year 

with representatives from all of the Fire Departments, Ambulance Corp, Blooming Grove Highway 

Department, Police Departments, everybody showed up for it, representatives from the Town and 

Villages, there is another set for September 28 at 7:00 PM here at Town Hall to go over the emergency 

action plan.  Mr. Lewis asked the Board if they had any questions, there were none. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated he will add the plan to the next Town Board meeting agenda for approval 

and asked for the document in a format to add to the Town Website. 

 

SHARED SERVICES - ORANGE COUNTY EMERGENCY SERVICES 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated she attended a Meeting at the OC Emergency Management Center and 

there was a proposal put up for shared services, I do have documentation to share with the Town Board 

members, basically it was a list of all of the possible ways that we could get involved with shared services 

such as the Emergency Management Department, DPW, Department of Recreation, Historic Preservation, 

General Services, Planning, Real Property so it was a considerably large list.  I sat down with Marilyn 

Karlich, Town Comptroller and Darlene Keeling, Accounts Payable, and went through the list to find out 

exactly how is it we are funding these items at this point and time to see if there are possibilities for sharing 

services, a lot of these items are things we already share or are not possible to share so at some point we 

can do a Work Session and I can go through those specifics as well and I can make copies of the notes I 

made with Marilyn and give those to the Board as well. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated is this something we could share with the Cost Control Committee. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan replied sure I would be glad to.  

 

OUTFALL REPRESENTATIVE FROM HIGHWAY - MS4 SUPPORT 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I talked with the one individual I thought might be interested and he 

indicated that he didn’t think he could do it, I’ll try one more time tomorrow, I think it is necessary to train 

somebody in the Town so we don’t have to call the Engineer at $180.00 per hour and I am at a loss as to 

what we are going to do at this point so if anybody has any suggestions feel free to give me a call. 

 

OCLT - HERITAGE TRAIL PARKING LOT UPDATE 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated everything seems to be going well, I think tomorrow they have a Public 

Hearing. 

 Ralph Maffei stated there is a Technical Workshop tomorrow, the Planning Board approved the 

Parking facility subject to them dealing with encroachment of the neighboring driveway and the fact of 

the water problem as explained by the neighbor if it’s not affected by the asphalt, we did check and the 

asphalt driveway will not add a drop of water to this persons backyard and the rain guard drainage system 
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OCLT - HERITAGE TRAIL PARKING LOT UPDATE - CONT. 
that we have there will take care of the water.  The Planning Board Chair is authorized to sign the Site 

Plan approval and Map once the applicant and the neighbor resolve the driveway problem, we found out 

the next day that they agreed to a lot line and they are going to keep their driveway, they were supposed 

to come in today with the plans but he didn’t have them ready so we’ll have to wait until the 4th Wednesday 

of the month to have a Hearing, this is the first time this applicant has gone through this process, every 

time he spends a nickel he has to go to his Board for approval otherwise his hands are tied, he has his 

Engineering and Surveying all in a row so I am guessing by next week. 

 Councilman Jurain asked if there will be 13 spots there. 

 Ralph Maffei replied yes, 13 spots.   

 

APPLICATION FOR SOLAR ZONING EXCEPTION 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we discussed this in a Comprehensive Plan Meeting as to whether or not 

an exception to the Solar Zoning Plan should be decided and we agreed at the Comprehensive Plan that 

we would refer it to the Planner and ask them to go out and take dimensions that we have established and 

find out how many locations qualify for Zoning Solar Farms so we are going to wait until we hear from 

them rather than jerking people around in terms of what we are going to do and not do we thought it would 

be better to get a solid identification of those sites that are acceptable and if it is an acceptable site then 

it’s a done deal. 

 Councilman Levy stated you are talking at the maximum, can someone have a Solar Farm on a smaller 

scale also. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied that is what we have a Zoning Board for. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., Attorney for the Town, stated the Planner did actually give me a call and verbally 

indicated that there are some issues that you as a Board have to decide for example you have some 

preservation what they call environmental constraints that you may want to keep and that they don’t 

specifically apply to Solar Farms and which you may or may not want to consider but the points the 

Supervisor and Councilman are making are very valid but she has been preparing that summary to give 

everyone and she should have it in a week I’m sure and then you will be able to take a look at it, there are 

a lot of factors that go into Planning. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated so rather than saying let’s go and get everybody into the food fight we are 

just suggesting that we allow the Comprehensive Plan to find where the locations are and you will know 

whether it’s an approved site or not.  

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., added the Planner is just pointing out the issues and it’s up to the Board to decide. 

 Councilman Levy stated I am just concerned with the continued delay and sooner or later we won’t 

have them put in, Indian Point won’t be there and we did nothing to help ourselves in the Town or 

community to generate more electricity on a much cleaner scale. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied we didn’t do anything as it relates to Solar Farms but many people are 

installing Solar on their roofs and on their property lines. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated I know you will get the report by the end of this week. 

 Ralph Maffei asked what the status of the solar regulation is, is it considered approved. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, it’s been approved. 

 Ralph Maffei stated there is no such thing as a Solar Farm in the code it’s a Large Scale Solar not a 

Solar Farm per se, what I am getting at is they are subject to the Moratorium because they are commercial 

but now what is going to happen with the non-commercial residential aspect because the Solar Law alters 

what the Building Department has been doing with solar applications for residential property both rooftop 

mount and ground mounted solar. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated I think that the Chairman could identify those specific items in writing and 

give them to the Planner and she could respond to them and determine what concerns are termed really 

pressing or not really pressing but if the Chairman of the Planning Board could put that in writing it would 

be very beneficial to the Planner this way she can react to them in the same timeframe as the other issues 

that were raised.                                      CONTINUED - PAGE 4 
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 Brian Stumpf, Outreach Manager, Cypress Creek, stated at risk of sounding redundant at the last Town 

Board Session I commended you for a Solar Code that provided a Comprehensive collection of fair and 

reasonable measures and we are ready to provide you with an application and NYS has a long rigorous 

permitting process, historic preservation, etc., so going back to when I first introduced myself in January, 

Cypress Creek is known for community solar that means those solar panels will be no more than 10 to 15 

acres, it’s usually minimal impact but we can provide 20 Megawatts to the local community and that is 

enough power for 300 to 500 homes.  Getting back to Councilman Levy’s concern we do have certain 

rigid timelines up ahead, we have already invested quite a bit and we have more payments to make, I know 

there is a Moratorium right now and there is talk of an extension of the Moratorium and I am going to tell 

you for this Moratorium to include ground mounted solar and for it to be extended could be crippling to 

this project. 

 Kathy Stegenga stated I will reiterate exactly what he said, we could very well be in the process of 

losing our solar project, it’s been over 2 years now and as you guys know we have been at all the meetings, 

our manager is also willing to work with all the standards and everything that was set in place with this 

motion and by extending this you are going to put us in a place where we are not going to be able to do it, 

we spent a lot of time and a lot of money that has been invested in this, I am saying exactly what he said 

but I am saying it from a personal section and this is not something that will happen tomorrow as far as 

putting a shovel in the ground, there is a process that has to go through the Planning Board so I don’t know 

why we can’t be exempt to at least start the process because the Code has already been passed. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated you should have the report by the end of the week and I am sure Bonnie 

would be receptive to come to the meeting next week. 

 Darlena Decker, Town Clerk, pointed out that there will be a Primary Election on September 12 and 

the Town Board has a Public Hearing set for that night. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated could we have the meeting downstairs or change it to Wednesday. 

 Darlena Decker stated the Public Hearing for the Extension of the Moratorium has already been 

noticed and sent to the neighboring Towns and Villages, if the date is changed I believe it would have to 

be re-noticed with a ten day notice and resent to the Towns and Villages. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated the Senior Center is also being used for the Primary, I can call the School 

District and see if we can have it at the High School or Middle School. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated I have seen it before where there is a sign that says the Meeting has been 

relocated for crowd purposes, I have seen that happen without republishing, the easiest and safest course 

would be to reschedule it but that would mean pushing off the date, my opinion is you could post notice 

that it has been relocated due to the crowd situation and that it is being held someplace else, not the ideal 

solution but I think effective and it has never been overturned by a court in the past. 

 Edie Johnson stated the Orange County Post can put it on page 3 this upcoming week. 

 Tom Puchner, LLP from Philips Lytle, Cypress Creek, stated just to be clear you have a Public Hearing 

on the Extension of the Moratorium scheduled for next Tuesday, before that we were trying to get whether 

Large Scale Solar in the Codes term should be excluded and the Planner is looking at certain 

environmental concerns with the idea that if the Board is comfortable they could craft an exclusion, would 

that to sum it up. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, that is what we are trying to do.  

 Tom Puchner, LLP then stated on behalf of Cypress Creek they would be in favor of that kind of 

exclusion and be supportive of it, if you happen to need some language that needs to be discussed we 

would be happy to help and collaborate to move this forward.  

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, you guys have been very cooperative and it has been appreciated, 

we are just trying to make sure we protect the Town with all due respect to your business interest and 

hopefully by next week we will have some information and we will be able to make some conclusions 

and maybe make a decision. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied form the Planning and legal standpoint we are ready. 
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APPLICATION FOR SOLAR ZONING EXCEPTION - CONT. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated then we will have a Work Session before the Meeting. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes, they have a small room we can use. 

 

2018 TOWN BUDGET UPDATE 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated everybody has a copy of the budget, I have sent some notices out to alert 

you to the fact that we are going to start reviewing, I would like to get at least one or two reviews in so by 

September 31st when I turn it in it is reasonably in good shape and close to what it is going to be, I’m sure 

there are some changes we are going to have to make because I made assumptions in it and I will make 

sure you know what the assumptions are and it’s a Boards decision whether they stay so hopefully you 

have responded to Carmen as to your availability on the days she has identified and we will go from there.  

We will start with the A-Fund. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated there is a lot of information so I would like to be ready. 

 Councilman Levy stated last year when we went through this process the excel spreadsheet was not 

available to us, we had to look through the paperwork, I know that the formulas are in the first couple of 

pages and on the figures on the later pages, I would like to see how, we could do it at the meeting but I 

would like to know beforehand if we can have the excel spreadsheet. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated if you bring a thumb drive in I will give it to you. 

 Councilman Levy replied I will bring in a thumb drive and it won’t be sent through email.  

 

LOCAL SOLICITATION LAW 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated as you know we have a local Solicitation Law and somebody came and 

told us he was going to go out and solicit and he was actually campaigning for political reasons and 

claiming he was exempt for religious reasons and Dennis Lynch wrote him a letter telling him no you are 

not exempt you have to apply, he did go out and did some solicitation, I don’t know if he stopped but we 

are enforcing the Solicitation Law. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan asked what area he was soliciting. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied he said he was approved to go into Washingtonville but I don’t know if 

he went into Blooming Grove, Washingtonville’s Solicitation Law isn’t as rigid as ours in the Town of 

Blooming Grove. 

 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we had a Comprehensive Plan meeting and we had the discussion which 

we just reiterated in terms of the solar farm, our wish is to try to finish it before the end of the year but we 

are taking a specific look at the solar to see if there is some exclusion that we can give that will facilitate 

the creation of it. 

 

BACKHOE TO BE USED TO CLEAN GREEN AREA 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I just got a note from Tom Lynn and Mark Soehnlein and there was some 

confusion in terms of the $1,500.00 rental, it is actually for a week, it’s $430.00 for a day and then for a 

week it’s $1,500.00 so we have enough work back there and I think that a week will be long enough to 

have it and in addition to that there is some debris that we have to remove around the drainage channels 

that are out there that are getting washed into it and clogging it so we are going to go in with that backhoe 

and clean it out and dispose of it so what I am asking for is a resolution that allows us to identify Fines for 

dumping debris in a Green Area. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated the short answer is if you have a local Law that set Fines for that before 

then you have to enact a Local Law to change that, if you set Fines by resolution before you can change 

it by resolution, our recommendation is always to change it by resolution, if you have a Local Law your 

new Local Law would say we amend the fees and allow the fees to be changed later by resolution this way 

you avoid the costs of hearings and costs of expense of publication. 
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 Councilwoman Kiernan stated we must have that Law on the books already because we have signs in 

Mt. Lodge where there are Fines up to $1,000.00, 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied in my opinion if you have a Local Law right now you would have to do 

a Local Law to amend that but in your amended Local Law you could further indicate that changes in 

Fines or Assessments can be done by resolution. 

 Eugene Casazza stated currently there are No Dumping signs in the Green Area on Barnes Road. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated okay but there must not be any Fines established to them but once we get 

the Local Law we’ll establish Fines and we will notify the residents that border the Green Area so they 

are aware, the problem is a lot of people are dumping for some reason right next to or on top of the storm 

drains and it goes in there and plugs it up and in addition to that people in the past have planted Weeping 

Willow trees right along the storm drain and I think that is the primary culprit in terms of blocking the 

existing pipes that are there which we are going to rent the backhoe and take out the pipes that are clogged 

and create a drainage ditch to allow the water to flow but at the same time we have to make people aware 

that those drains are not there to be filled in otherwise they are going to flood the rest of the neighborhood. 

 Eugene Casazza stated if you are in fact this year voting for a DPW wouldn’t it be wise to see where 

that stands because you could get the backhoe that much cheaper with the DPW. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied the problem is it won’t take effect until January 1 and I am not willing to 

wait, people there have suffered too much already. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan added the flooding back there is terrible for these people. 

 Eugene Casazza stated there are two properties that get flooded. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied not really because I have gotten complaints from upper Barnes Road 

where the water comes down and diverts and floods their garage so we have to do something to clean 

them out and get people to start disciplining themselves on where they throw their yard debris. 

 Bonnie Rum stated I am curious as to what is happening with our Grounds backhoe, I Foiled the 

information and Mr. Dolson apparently has trouble finding his information to share but we are supposed 

to have 2 one was in good condition and one was in poor condition, what about the good condition 

backhoe, why does the Town have to spend money in an area when we should have use of equipment the 

Town owns, it’s not the Highway Departments alone it belongs to the Town does it not. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes but the problem is the only one that can make that decision is the 

Highway Superintendent and the Town Board cannot tell him to do it, it’s his choice. 

 Bonnie Rum stated I am sure Mr. Dolson will find that information within the 20 days or I will go 

down and get it. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated my recommendation is to give it to the Town Clerk and when the 20 days 

is over then you can  

 Darlena Decker stated Mr. Lynch can you please verify that if there is no record we do not have to 

create a record. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied that is absolutely correct, the purpose of the FOIL is to produce records 

that you have not to create them. 

 Bonnie Rum stated if you are talking about a piece of equipment that is owned by the Town and it 

supposedly in disrepair and it was supposedly put in for repair wouldn’t you think there would be a paper 

trail somewhere. 

 Darlena Decker replied you have that information. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated I went through the documents that were provided and I started going 

through them with Darlene Keeling and unfortunately she was not in today so hopefully on Thursday I 

will be able to sit down with her and go through those documents and try to piece it together and see what 

dates repairs were done and see what the current status is. 

 Bonnie Rum replied I appreciate that but when you take your car in for repair you get some piece of 

paperwork with that and that is what I am looking for, it should be simple, if the paper isn’t there we have 

to then question why it’s not there. 
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 Kevin Radday added one of the pieces of information Bonnie had said that the backhoe was in good 

condition so if that backhoe is in good condition why in the world again is the Town spending money to 

rent a backhoe when the Town owns the equipment in the Highway, is there is no way the Town Board 

could pass a resolution. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied Highway Law gives him absolute authority as an elected Highway 

Superintendent and there is nothing the Town Board can do.  

 

LACROSSE FIELDS UPDATE 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we got a letter from the DEC and they said they received the information 

but we have to wait 10 days before we can do anything so it’s the end of this week when they can start 

doing something, we have the map from the Engineer, I gave a copy of this at the last meeting I think, it 

was modified a little bit because the drainage work was changed for a less expensive solution so I met 

with Scott Perri and he said he is beginning the work in roughly 2 weeks, I am getting quotes on the 

screening he needs so we can provide that and I have a guy for the hydro seeding and I am getting a second 

quote on that but this is a matter of we don’t have a lot of time so I am working as fast as I can to try to 

get all the I’s dotted and the T’s crossed.  The Engineering design is done, the Surveyor will go and mark 

it off and Scott is going to go out and put in permanent markers and he will start the excavating and he 

thinks it should take a couple of weeks. 

 Eugene Casazza asked if we are still going to schedule $30,000.00 for hydro seeding. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied hydro seeding is $12.000.00 and he has talked to the guy and maybe 

gotten it down a little lower and the netting we are going to buy at whatever it costs. 

 Eugene Casazza asked how much we are budgeting for the whole thing. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied right now it is slated for $30,000.00. 

 Eugene Casazza stated this is a project that wasn’t supposed to cost the Town. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied that’s true, it was not supposed to cost the Town for excavating, Mr. Perri 

was going to do the excavation. 

 Eugene Casazza stated and now it’s costing us $30,000.00. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied it is costing us $30,000.00 because he needs the netting to handle the 

effects of water. 

 Eugene Casazza stated and that field is going to be the exclusive use of the Lacrosse team. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied that field is going to be, we are working with Legal now to lay out 

something that if Mr. Perri does it then Lacrosse will have some say in how it is used and he doesn’t say 

he wants absolute control over the field what they said was since the Lacrosse people are making the 

investment which is significant on their part that they would at least like to have a some consideration 

similar to what the Little League had when their fields were put in and since the burden isn’t falling on 

the taxpayer it’s kind of hard to look a gift horse in the mouth. 

 Eugene Casazza stated I understand that, you are talking about $30,000.00 for just hydro seeding and 

screening, how much have you spent on legal, how much are we going to spend on our Building and 

Grounds people to take care of that, the next thing there is going to be lights and the next protection. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied any time you  grow your athletic facilities there are additional costs that 

come in whether or not they are incremental costs or whether or not it can be handled by existing staff I 

can’t answer that question right now but I am confident that we will work on that and figure it out. 

 Eugene Casazza stated I think this was sold to the Town under false pretenses, no expense to the Town 

we just want to use the field that was the statements all along. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied that is not how I remember it but okay, all I am saying is your choice is 

either have your kids hanging around various locations and having the opportunities for mischief, we are 

providing the opportunity for decent fields where not only their league but the other leagues can play in 

peace and quiet and not have to fight for possession of the field.  They have offered to make the fields 

available to any other sport, the only thing they asked me was first of all that they be involved in and  
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number two if the field is allowed to be used by any other organization and if the field is damaged they 

fix it. 

 Eugene Casazza stated what about the five neighborhood kids that want to play on that field and just 

kick a ball around. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied okay they can probably go up there and nobody is going to bother six 

kids, we have a lot of kids out there who are in a league and basically do not have fields, they have to beg 

borrow and steal, we had some back and forth with one of the leagues last year and that league graciously 

stepped aside and said no problem and let them use it and just asked that they respect certain things and 

that is what Lacrosse is asking about the fields they are putting in, they are putting in three fields and three 

fields means there are going to be times when other people are going to use them and they will be made 

available so I am not looking at this as they are going to own these fields for 10 years, I am looking at it 

as those fields are going to be managed in terms of decision making, yes you can have it because we don’t 

need it and oh, by the way, these are the conditions we have, you fix it if in fact you ruin it.  I don’t think 

that is unreasonable for the investment they are making, I think it’s a great idea.  It might cost us 

$40,000.00 or $50,000.00 but it’s not going to cost us any more than that in my estimation, so far I think 

the process has been going reasonably well and I support the fact that we need more fields here, I would 

rather have more fields. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated I am all for putting in the Lacrosse fields, the more organized sports 

the better for the kids. 

  

LAKE ROAD BRIDGE 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated unfortunately Alyse Terhune, Esq., was looking into this and I don’t know 

where it stands. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied the answer is that she thinks she has the answer and I will give you a call 

tomorrow on it, it is really more on the Engineering side of what they are going to be correcting. 

 

ADDITIONAL FEES FOR KJ ANNEXATION 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I have already talked to the other 8 municipalities and they have all agreed 

that we are going to continue with this annexation, we do have standing as they say because of the fact 

that the annexation of the 164 acres occurred and this new thing is new news and we are actually 

challenging the 164 acres and my feeling was that if we win it it gives us case in point towards the future 

if this continues. 

 Councilman KyDon stated I have a question on this, I am all in support of fighting this issue, if we 

take this to Court and we happen to win what becomes of the new proposition. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied I can indicate that with regards to the larger 500 plus acres whether it gets 

annexed or doesn’t get annexed whether the 164 is already annexed that any right to the lack of better 

terminology annexed, annex would basically be dissolved. That’s one of the remedies or it could say you 

never followed SEQRA when you annexed and therefore we are going to dissolve the annexation. How 

the impacts on the proposed Town of New Palm Tree that’s uncertain because that would be an action of 

the Legislature and I don’t know the answer except to say that there would be a lot of issues. How could 

you annex property that was in one town and is now going back to the other town, it’s really new areas of 

law unfortunately but I could tell you that one of the remedies that the appellate has if the annexation was 

done improperly in violation of SEQRA it could basically dissolve the annexation on the 164 acres. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated recognize that the 8 communities have not said they want the annexation 

dissolved they said they want a complete SEQRA done, a complete environmental statement to ensure 

that the water and sewer and the roads and its impact are all understood before this goes on so I myself 

think that it’s important for us to get a court judgement because I think it will impact the future of our 

area. 

 Councilman Levy asked how much how we spent so far on this out of the budget and asked Ms. 

Karlich for those figures.                       CONTINUED - PAGE 9 
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ADDITIONAL FEES FOR KJ ANNEXATION - CONT. 
 Supervisor Fromaget replied to answer your question I think it was $25,000.00 last year and I can’t 

remember what I gave this year. 

 Councilman Levy stated I unfortunately am in the view that any fight that we make is going to end up 

losing and we are just throwing our money away.  If the County and United Monroe and KJ already made 

their deal than it’s going to go through. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I respectfully disagree with you there is some information that is out 

there that and I’ll tell you it was in a newspaper, they told a Middletown Judge, whoever the Judge was, 

that they didn’t have any water, they told our Judge that they had plenty of water and they could support 

x amount of years of growth, when those two got together that certainly put us in a better position, those 

two misstatements are things that need to be considered, now I don’t know what our legal is considering 

because they don’t tell us their strategy but they know it and they are working on it and I have more 

confidence that it is going to be a successful effort so that is an update. 

 Councilman Levy stated well I disagree. 

 

FINES FOR TRASH CANS LEFT IN STREETS DAYS AFTER PICK UP 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I am still looking at that, I have to talk to the two Villages and see what 

their situations are, I know what it is in South Blooming Grove I live there, I don’t know what it’s like in 

the Town so I am going to ask the Police when they are cruising if they see trash cans out for a long time 

is it an issue because I don’t want to make a Law if there is no issue. 

 Councilman Levy stated I can’t say for all the Town but the North Eastern part of the Town on the 

main Roads people usually take their cans in a day or so, nobody is leaving them out. 

 

MT. LODGE CELL TOWERS TOWN BOUNDARY BG/WOODBURY 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated Alyse Terhune, Esq., is working on a draft, I am not sure where it stands 

but I can check on the status. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I talked to her today and she said she was working on it and she was 

waiting for an answer from somebody. 

 Councilman Jurain asked if it was from Real Property. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated I believe it’s the County but our bottom line just so you know is that a 

Planning Board cannot grant approval over property outside of the Town so any claim that the Town 

mislead anybody is false because the Town Board or Planning Board cannot give approval outside of its 

jurisdiction so the ultimate issue here is the surveyors that gave an improper line to the Town.  

 

TITLE VI PLAN (DAB) 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated when I put in the application for the new bus one of the requirements was 

we have a title VI or some kind of Law to say no discrimination so we developed a Law and I reviewed it 

with Jessica Sutton, Town Administrator. 

 Jessica Sutton, Town Administrator, stated Title VI is basically the Civil Rights Act and because we 

went out for grant money as well as FEMA money coming in we are required to educate and document 

that we are not discriminating against anyone who uses those programs with the Town so tomorrow we 

are having a Staff meeting with the Department Heads to let them know that anyone that works for the 

Town will be asked to sign a form that says they are aware of this Law. 

 Councilman KyDon stated is there something in the handbook that states what the actions would be 

for violating said Law, what the consequences are for secondary termination. 

 Jessica Sutton replied as far as the handbook I would have to pull it out. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I believe there are people in the government that we have identified to 

notify, in the Town its Jessica but once she get the notification there are people at the Federal level also 

identified there that she can contact. 

 Councilman KyDon stated I’m assuming the first action would be taken by the Town Board to suspend 

or terminate. 

CONTINUED - PAGE 10 
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TITLE VI PLAN (DAB) - CONT. 
 Supervisor Fromaget stated that is correct, when Jessica gets it she will document it, we’ll have it in 

executive session and determine a resolution. 

 

TOWN HALL ADDITION 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we had a Town Hall addition that we had designed, one was requested 

during Mr. Fornario’s administration which included a new Courthouse, I had a concern with that because 

he started out with $1 million then he put a second floor on it and it stayed $1 million so I didn’t think it 

was realistic and when I looked at the design and it didn’t look professional enough so what I have been 

struggling with is if we are going to put an addition to provide more storage that means we are giving 

them more space to store more stuff and I have a problem with that, I think we need to not only have an 

addition I think we also have to design a strategy for records retention in terms of moving to digital storage.  

The design of the upstairs is set up so that there will be a copier set up and we will have all the file cabinets 

moved up there and downstairs we will have as many of the file cabinets as we can moved into there so 

that we have more office space and less storage space, there are a number of rooms downstairs that are 

clogged full we can hardly get anything in there and that exposes us to losing some of them and some of 

them have a retention of 50 years, the court system has documentation that going to digital is very 

reasonable and they give you a definition on how to do it, there are certain forms of and certain formats 

when you save data, it is capable of producing a replica of the original document so therefore you are no 

longer required to keep the original document at least not in house, and the other thing I am thinking from 

a records retention standpoint is I talked to Jeanne Ovensen about it and I told her we have to move to a 

place where when somebody submits plans that we don’t just get paper plans we get a soft copy that we 

can file away on the system so we have it available for the future if in fact we need to print it, right now 

when we look for it we look all over the place and some we can’t even find and my concern is when the 

Engineers come in and Engineers go and not having retained certain copies of certain documents makes 

it very difficult and in the future it becomes more expensive for us, I put $25,000.00 in the plan to put a 

strategy in place for digital storage. 

 Councilman KyDon asked what the addition will cost. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied the estimate I got was $200.00 per square foot. 

 Councilman KyDon stated if we are doing this for storage wouldn’t it be cheaper to just go digital and 

not expand the Town Hall. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated it would be but the problem is we have to survive until we can start the 

process and we have identified organizations that will come in and actually fund to start conversion to 

digital storage so we need to start conversion to digital storage before we can say okay we’re done, if we 

don’t build the extension where are we going to put the digital storage capacity. 

 Councilman KyDon replied we could probably rent a storage container someplace for less than 

$100,000.00. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied well that is kind of interesting. 

 Councilman KyDon stated what we are going to do is build an expansion to be used temporarily for 

storage until we go digital and then have no use for it. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated there is still going to be a use that is going to contain the file cabinets to 

keep the current files in process. 

 Councilman KyDon stated if they are going to give us a digital copy of everything they are doing why 

do we need that. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied because we need someplace for storage, I am talking about downstairs, 

we don’t get digital copies of payroll records that we are supposed to keep for 50 years, in my opinion the 

addition is the first step to moving to digital storage but we need to have the strategy done first so that as 

the thing is being built once it’s done we are ready to go and there are people out there that can help we 

can work with the Court office because they published the document that explains what needs to be done.  

I am optimistic that we can do it, it will just take time to do it and it will take time to do the storage. 

CONTINUED - PAGE 11 
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TOWN HALL ADDITION - CONT. 
 Edie Johnson stated Chester voted about 6 months ago they went into Phase 2 of digitizing everything 

and I can check it out if you like I think it was pretty reasonable and they are almost done with it. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I think once it gets started it will be reasonable but we first have to protect 

the current data for the future by getting as many digital copies that we can and as documents come in we 

can put them in digital form and then we can slowly start taking the historical documents out of the files, 

make the copies and put them out there in storage and that requires us to have a strategy.  Anything you 

can get will be appreciated.  I talked to Anthony Eagan about his design, I think you guys got it and this 

is the document that shows where the storage would be, a discussion followed about the figures and it was 

decided that it would be an estimated $100,000.00, we pay the Engineers to give us a price and then we 

let the guys come in and give us the bids, the Highway Roof came in way over the amount estimated by 

the Engineer. 

 

MAYS FIELD BACKSTOP 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated we had a backstop that got washed out and was never replaced, 4 years 

ago it was estimated at $12,000.00, it has gone up to $15,000.00, the backstop still isn’t there so in talking 

with Little League they have indicated that they would appreciate if we would consider putting a backstop 

up, right now they have a mesh one, so the question is would we entertain paying roughly $15,000.00. 

 Councilman KyDon stated since we are discussing this for the Lacrosse Fields  and this wouldn’t it be 

prudent of us to add a line in the budget of say $75,000.00 per year that we could disperse amongst each 

field to disperse as we need it. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied we have a lot of money in there already for fields and we do bear most 

of the cost for it, the Little League does pay for some of the lights, they in fact put the lights in. 

 Councilman KyDon stated but what I am saying is each year we allow each organization to choose 

how they spend the money, once it’s gone it’s gone, please use it, I am all for supporting the children. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I would suggest that other than paying for the dugouts, painting and 

refurbishing the roofs and maintaining the fields like we normally would do I don’t think we have done 

much else there so this is the first big expenditure I have seen since I have been here, I understand, we 

looked through the budget to see if we can do it and I think we can. 

 Councilman Jurain stated when we go through the budget next week I think we will know whether or 

not we can do it if we have the money. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated can Little League contribute to this as well, have we proposed that to 

them. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied my concern with that is they contribute a lot to scholarships for kids that 

can’t afford to play so do I want to reach into their pocket and take some of that money out of it, I know 

there are people that disagree but I feel pretty strongly that sports is what keeps our kids active and at the 

same time out of mischief. 

 Councilman KyDon stated I am not going to disagree on this but I think we need to spend some money 

on a playground for Lasser Park for kids that are not involved with playing, the swings are in poor shape, 

my son goes there constantly and I have picked up trash there myself, they are in poor shape, we are 

spending $15,000.00 for a backstop, $30,000.00 for Lacrosse fields, how about $10,000.00 on a swing set 

for kids that don’t play Lacrosse. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied I will talk to Mark Soehnlein tomorrow and he and I will go out and look 

at it and see what needs to be done. 

 

POLICE VEHICLE TO SURPLUS 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated the Chief has another vehicle to surplus, a kid came in about it and I told 

him we would have to put it out to bid and if he gets it he gets it, the Board agreed to put it out to bid. 

 

CONTINUED - PAGE 12 
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PARK AND GROUNDS MOWER TO SURPLUS 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated ECO had a mower they used to mow the Water and Sewer locations, it’s 

pretty shot and Mark said he couldn’t use it but he said one of the guys that works for ECO said he would 

like to have it because he’s used it for years and knows it’s temperament, Mark said it’s not usable and 

not running so we could give it to him if that is amenable to the Board or we can put it out to bid. 

 Councilman KyDon stated I don’t think we are allowed to gift things. 

 Marilyn Karlich stated you can’t give it away. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated so we will put it out to bid. 

 

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTANT CLASS FOR PAYROLL ADMINISTRATOR 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated Jessica has not gone to any skill improvement class since she has been 

here so I’m asking for $1,000.00 and I think it’s a good class for her to take. 

 Councilman Levy stated not for nothing but she is running for office and she could be out of that 

position in a few months so shouldn’t we wait before we train somebody for that. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied you are assuming we are going to lose her. 

 Councilman Levy stated or she can win. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied or she can stay in her current job, it doesn’t mean she is leaving her 

current job, how much do we spend to send people down to the annual session down there. 

 Councilman Levy stated I pay for myself, Councilman KyDon replied the same and Councilwoman 

Kiernan as well. 

 Darlena Decker replied $750.00. 

 Councilman Levy stated that is why that budget spending line for training says 0 spent the last few 

years and I see it suddenly going up with a big increase for next year. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied yes because we potentially are having six new Council. 

 Councilman Levy stated maybe they should pay for their own training. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied okay, I got your message, so is that a no. 

 Councilman Jurain stated we can discuss it. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied we are here for discussion now, it’s the nature of the business we are in, 

today you are here and tomorrow you are gone so you have to plan as if the person is going to be here and 

even if not and even if she does win she is still going to be here so that isn’t lost information it’s still 

available to us, if we need somebody to go to for consultation they can get consultation so in my opinion 

this is a person that is doing a great job and I think she deserves this opportunity. 

 Councilman Jurain stated put it on the next agenda. 

 

HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT PROPOSITION FOR NOVEMBER 7TH BALLOT 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated I have the proposition here to make it official, it has to be in to the Board 

of Elections by early October in order for it to be on the ballot, I am suggesting we get it in a little earlier 

so I put the resolution here in hopes that we can approve it today, we can ratify it at the next meeting so if 

people have input, we have already approved it so it’s just a matter of saying yes and pass the resolution. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan asked if we have clarified when that change would actually take place, would 

it take effect on January 1. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied the resolution is right here and it says January 1, 2018. 

 Councilwoman Kiernan stated so the current Highway Superintendent would remain in place until 

January 1, so he would fulfill his term and as of January 1, depending on whether it is accepted or not 

either it would be another Highway Superintendent or an Appointed. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied it would be somebody that the Board appoints beginning January 1, 2018.  

Mr. Lynch read the resolution, see attached. 

 Councilman Jurain stated I don’t think this should be done tonight, I think it should be done in public 

regardless of my feeling pro or con I think this is such an important change to the organization and 

operation of the Town functions I just think it should be done at a public meeting. 

CONTINUED - PAGE 13 
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HIGHWAY SUPERINTENDENT PROPOSITION FOR NOVEMBER 7TH BALLOT - CONT. 

 Councilman Levy stated I am going to counter and I am the one that abstained last time and I will 

probably abstain again because I don’t think this is the right idea but I am going to counter that we already 

approved putting it on the ballot the question is just how it is going to be worded, I believe the wording is 

as correct as it’s going to be for putting something like that on the ballot, that being said I still have legal 

concerns doing this in an election year while the election is going on for the same position. 

 Supervisor Fromaget replied maybe Dennis can answer your legal questions. 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., replied it’s a complicated legal issue, it deals with a lot of issues, constitutional 

rights and statutory rights and I will be very blunt there is no court that has expressed a rule on this 

particular issue but that doesn’t mean lawyers don’t get opinion. 

 Councilman Levy stated I am not saying that what we are doing is not legally valid either but it is one 

of those things where I’m worried about the after effects. 

 Councilman Jurain stated I would like to vote at a public meeting, I just think it is too important. 

 Councilman KyDon stated I think we already made the decision to put it through and it is just going 

through the motions at this point, we did it at a public meeting last time and people knew this was coming, 

I am not opposed if you want to wait until the 12th. 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated all we are doing is saying the Law we passed can be put on the ballot.   

 

PROPOSITION TO BE PLACED ON THE BALLOT OF THE NOVEMBER 7, 2017 GENERAL 

ELECTION CONCERNING LOCAL LAW NO. 6 OF 2017 ABOLISHING THE ELECTED 

POSITION OF SUPERINTENDENT OF HIGHWAYS AND MAKING THE POSITION AN 

APPOINTED POSITION - ADJOURNED UNTIL SEPTEMBER 12, 2017 TB MEETING 

 WHEREAS, on August 8, 2017, the Town Board of the Town of Blooming Grove adopted  Local 

Law No. 6, titled “ABOLISHING THE ELECTED POSITION OF SUPERINTENDENT OF 

HIGHWAYS AND ESTABLISHING A DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS”; and 

 WHEREAS, Local Law No. 6 of 2017 modifies the method by which a person assumes the position 

of Superintendent of Highways in the Town of Blooming Grove from an elected position to a position 

appointed by the Town Board; and 

 WHEREAS, Local Law No. 6 of 2017 is subject to mandatory referendum; and 

 WHEREAS, a Proposition putting the question before the Voters of the Town of Blooming Grove 

shall appear on the ballot in the general election held November 7, 2017; and 

 WHEREAS, the Town Board is required to submit a proposition or question that shall consist of only 

an abbreviated title indicating generally and briefly, and in a clear and coherent manner using words with 

common and every-day meanings, the subject matter of the proposed proposition or question.  

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Town Board of the Town of Blooming Grove 

shall direct the Town Clerk to submit the following question to the County of Orange Board of Elections, 

as follows: 

PROPOSITION No. 1 - SHALL THERE BE APPROVED IN THE TOWN OF BLOOMING 

GROVE, NEW YORK, A LOCAL LAW CHANGING THE POSITION OF SUPERINTENDENT 

OF HIGHWAYS FROM AN ELECTED POSITION TO A POSITION APPOINTED BY THE 

TOWN OF BLOOMING GROVE TOWN BOARD COMMENCING JANUARY 1, 2018, AS 

ENACTED BY THE TOWN BOARD OF THE TOWN OF BLOOMING GROVE ON AUGUST 8, 

2017. 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the “WHEREAS” paragraphs are incorporated herein by 

reference as though set forth in full herein. 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Town Clerk is directed to take all steps to process and file 

said Proposition with the County of Orange Board of Elections no later than five (5) days from the date 

of this Resolution. 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that further consideration to this particular Resolution shall be 

adjourned to the Public Session to be held on September 12, 2017.  

 CONTINUED - PAGE 14 
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PROPOSITION TO BE PLACED ON THE BALLOT OF THE NOVEMBER 7, 2017 GENERAL 

ELECTION CONCERNING LOCAL LAW NO. 6 OF 2017 ABOLISHING THE ELECTED 

POSITION OF SUPERINTENDENT OF HIGHWAYS AND MAKING THE POSITION AN 

APPOINTED POSITION -CONT. 
On a motion by Councilman Jurain, move that further consideration of this particular resolution shall be 

adjourned to the Public session on September 12, 2017, seconded by Councilman Levy the question of 

the adoption of the foregoing Resolution was duly put to a vote on roll call, which resulted as follows: 

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Abstain,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  
 

TOWN HALL CHLORINATOR 

 Supervisor Fromaget stated the water has not been smelling nice here whether it’s Sulphur or 

something else, I had Rick Hannon test it and in addition to that somebody suggested we put a chlorinator 

in, Rick said he has one but I have to find out if a chlorinator will solve the problem so I have to talk to 

him about it, he took the test in but doesn’t have the results yet, once I get the information it will be on 

the next agenda. 

 

SEQRA - LACROSSE FIELDS 

 Dennis Lynch, Esq., stated I have not seen it yet, it would be a standard short environmental 

assessment form for the Lacrosse Fields, I just need to make sure it was signed off on by either your 

Engineer or Town Planner, it was recommended by the Engineer did not put his signature on this but it 

doesn’t make a difference, usually most SEQRA will say by whom it was prepared by and I just don’t see 

it right now, it doesn’t make it defective, it’s not required that he sign it but it just usually says whoever 

prepared it would say who prepared it but there is nothing out of order, you can certainly accept this 

tonight, you can approve it pending signature by who prepared it. 

 

TOWN OF BLOOMING GROVE TOWN BOARD SEQRA FINDINGS OF NEGATIVE 

DECLARATION  

Lacrosse Field Maintenance Lasser Park Applicant/Owner:  Town of Blooming Grove 
 WHEREAS, the Town Board the Town of Blooming Grove (the “Town”) owns property known as 

Lasser Park, located at 49 Station Rd., in the hamlet of Salisbury Mills in the Town of Blooming Grove, 

County of Orange, State of New York, which property is used for recreational purposes including field 

sports such as lacrosse, baseball and football; and  

 WHEREAS, the Town Board has determined that the portion of the property used as a lacrosse field 

(the “Field”) is in need of certain excavation and grading work in order to maintain the safe condition of 

the Field (the “Project”); and 

 WHEREAS, the Town Board is the only agency authorized to fund and authorize the excavation and 

maintenance work at the Town’s lacrosse field, the Town Board declared itself Lead Agency for the 

purpose of conducting a uncoordinated environmental review as per the regulations implementing the 

New York State Environmental Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”).  The Board determined that the proposed 

Project was an Unlisted action under 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 617.2(ak); and 

 WHEREAS, on September 5, 2017, the Town Board caused a Short Environmental Assessment Form 

(“SEAF”) to be prepared pursuant to the SEQRA Regulations, which SEAF is incorporated into and made 

a part of this resolution; and 

 WHEREAS, the Town Board has thoroughly reviewed and analyzed Part 1 of the SEAF, which SEAF 

and Project was reviewed by the Town Engineer; and   

 WHEREAS, the Town Board has analyzed the potential areas of environmental concern associated 

with the proposed action in accordance with procedures set forth at 6 NYCRR § 617.7 implementing 

SEQRA; and 

CONTINUED - PAGE 15 
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TOWN OF BLOOMING GROVE TOWN BOARD SEQRA FINDINGS OF NEGATIVE 

DECLARATION - CONT. 

 WHEREAS, the Town Board has considered the following criteria about this Project: 

 (1) A substantial adverse change in existing: 

  (a) air quality, 

  (b) ground or surface water quality or quantity, 

  (c) traffic or noise levels; 

 (2) A substantial increase in: 

  (a) solid waste production, 

  (b) potential for erosion, flooding, leaching or drainage problems; 

 (3) The removal or destruction of large quantities of vegetation or fauna; 

 (4) Substantial interference with the movement of any resident or migratory fish or wildlife species; 

 (5) Impacts on a significant habitat area;  

 (6) Substantial adverse effects on a threatened or endangered species of animal or plant, or the habitat 

of such a species; 

 (7) Other significant adverse effects to natural resources;   

 (8) The encouraging or attracting of a large number of people to a place or places for more than a few 

days, compared to the number of people who would come to such place absent the action; 

 (9) The creation of a material conflict with a community’s current plans or goals as officially approved 

or adopted; 

 (10) The impairment of the character or quality of important historical, archeological, architectural, or 

aesthetic resources or of existing community or neighborhood character; 

 (11) A major change in the use of either the quantity or type of energy; 

 (12) The creation of a hazard to human health; 

 (13)  A substantial change in the use, or intensity of use, of land including agricultural, open space or 

recreational resources, or in its capacity to support existing uses; 

 (14) The creation of a material demand for other actions which result in one of the above 

consequences; 

 (15) Changes in two or more elements of the environment, none of which has a significant effect on 

the environment, but when considered together result in a substantial adverse environment; or 

 (16) Two or more related actions undertaken, funded or approved by an agency, none of which has or 

would have a significant effect on the environment, but when considered cumulatively, would meet one 

or more or the criteria in this section.  

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, after considering the aforementioned factors the Town 

Board hereby finds that (i) the Project will result in no major impacts and, therefore, is one which will not 

cause significant damage to the environment; (ii) the Project will not have a “significant effect on the 

environment” as such quoted terms are defined in Article 8 of the Environmental Conservation Law and 

Regulations adopted pursuant thereto by the Department of Environmental Conservation of the State 

(collectively, “SEQRA”); and (iii) no “Environmental Impact Statement” as such quoted term is defined 

in SEQRA, need be prepared for this action.   

 AND, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this determination constitutes a Negative Declaration 

pursuant to 6 NYCRR Part 617 of the implementing regulations pertaining to Article 8 (State Environment 

Quality Review Act) of the Environmental Conservation Law. 

Title of Action:  SEQRA Negative Declaration for the lacrosse field     

   excavation and maintenance project 

SEQRA Status:  Unlisted Action 

Negative Declaration: Yes 

Conditioned 

Negative Declaration: No 

 

CONTINUED - PAGE 16 
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TOWN OF BLOOMING GROVE TOWN BOARD SEQRA FINDINGS OF NEGATIVE 

DECLARATION - CONT. 

Description of Action: SEQRA Resolution adopting a Negative Declaration for the maintenance of 

the Town’s lacrosse field. 

Location: The Field is located in the Town Park known as Lasser Park.   

Contact Person:  Robert A. Fromaget, Supervisor 

    Town Board of the Town of Blooming Grove 

    6 Horton Street 

    Blooming Grove, NY 10914 

    845-496-5223 

On a motion by Councilman KyDon, seconded by Councilman Jurain, the adoption of the foregoing 

Resolution was duly adopted on a roll-call vote as follows: 

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye. 

 

EXECUTIVE SESSION  
I, Councilman Jurain, move that the Town Board enter into Executive Session under Section 105-1-e 

regarding a particular person and Public Officers Law Section 24-6-402 (4) (b) to seek legal counsel.  

Seconded by Councilman KyDon...   

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

NO ACTION TAKEN BY THE BOARD DURING EXECUTIVE SESSION  

 

REGULAR SESSION  
I, Councilman Jurain, move that the Town Board return to Regular Session.  Seconded by Councilman 

KyDon.  

 Vote of the Board: Councilman KyDon - Aye, Councilman Levy - Aye,  

Councilman Jurain - Aye, Councilwoman Kiernan - Aye, Supervisor Fromaget - Aye.  

 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

Darlena E. Decker 

Town Clerk 

 

 

 

 


